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Note : (t) Question No. I is compulsory, answer any FIW questionsfrom the

remammg.

(ii) Solve all parts of a question consecutively together.

(iiil Start each question onfresh page.

l. Write a paragraph of about 150 words on any one of the topics glven below :

Are Women Safe In India ? - The problerns faced by women at home and workplace -
reasons for increasing crime - ways to prevent it - role of family - education - laws

for safety of women.

OR

Global Warming - meaning of Global Warming - causes - effects - ways to prevent

Global Warming. 10

2. Write short notes on :

(i) Characteristics of a good sentence

(ii) Essentials of good communication
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3. Supply a verb in agreement with the subject in each of the following sentences :

(i) (a) The quality of the mangoes not good'

(b) Gold and silver precious metals'

(c) Bread and butter his onlY food'

(d) The news 

- 

true'

(e) The Arabian Niehts my favourite book'

(0 Ten kilometres 

- 

a long walk'

(ii) Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given in brackets :

(a) The college 

- 

at 10'00 am everyday' (begn)

rh) If he hard he will succeed' (work)

(c) | 

-a 

European yesterday' (meet)

(d) By the time the doctor arrived the patient ' (die)

(e) The train by the time you reach the station. (leave)

(0 I --in Delhi since 2007. (live) (6 x 2)

4. (i) Change the voice of the following :

(a) I can win this match'

O) Do not insult the weak'

(c) Who taught You English ?

(d) MY father built this house'

(e) DestroY all evidence'

(0 MY sister gave me a watch'

(ii) Use any six of the following in sentences of your own :

(o Gothrough

O)InSpite Of

(O Ca110ut

(O B五ng about

(C)Take O∬

(う  COme acrOss

(D PaSSaway

O)BreakdOwn (6× 2)
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5. (i) Change the following into reported speech :

(a) He said, "My master is writing letters".

(b) He said, "I have finished the project".

(c) The stranger said to me, "Where do you live ?"

(d) He said to her, "Be patient".

(ii) Fill in the blanks with suitable preposition :

(a) He lives Delhi. He lives 42Lodhi Road.

O) He reached home the evening 8 pm.

(c) The baby played his toys.

(d) Distribute the sweets the children.

(iii) Punctuate the following :

(a) england france and italy formed an alliance.

O) Suresh came to see us the day after diwali. (a x 3)

6. (i) Correct the following sentences :

(a) All my luggage have been weighed.

(b) The man is the only creative that can laugh.

(c) I told him on his face that he was cheating.

(d) Moon is crescent today.

(e) Politics are a dirty gilme.

(0 I have not got no money.

(ii) Write the correct fonn of pronoun in the following sentences :

(a) The girl sings beautifully is my neighbour.

(b) We are the students 

- 

won the match.

(c) You should pay attention to _ work.

(d) A lion has _ territory.

(e) Shebought anew car for

(0 You should listen to _ your teacher says.
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7. (i) Combine each pair of sentences into a complex sentence using the conjunction

given in brackets :

(a) I will get ready. Wait. (till)

O) The sun comes out. The stars disappear. (when)

(c) I want to tell you something. t may forget it. Oefore)

(d) He is nervous. He does well. (although)

(e) It is raining. I will take an umbrella. (therefore)

(0 I gave up playing cricket. [t is now 10 years. (since)

(ii) Fill in the blanks with correct altematives :

(a) The _ part of the book is boring. (latest/latter)

O) Tom is my _ son. (oldest/eldest)

(c) He walked off without ceremony. (further/farther)

(d) His house is _ to mine. (nearest/next)

(e) I was given the _ berth. (low/lower)

(0 Take some medicine to 

- 

the pain. (lesson/lessen) (6 x 2)

8. Translate the following passage into English :

畷 HHq可 申 町さ鶯弱 1げ 補ヽ哺 輛 論マ TII「 |`uф i蒻雨ゴ(雨爾 昴清

懸 哺 さボ 1輔 き 繭 可希腋 ―
RI n,ぃ 欄 飾 ―輔 哺 輔

h含 H蝉 論1哺 可 H苺劇

『

隠 JЧUづ 論乖 計R師 釈舗 さ|ボ論

фい くい わ TttPⅧ 肴 Wat,釈 q爛 lヽ Wtt,ゴ 中 輔 諭 劇 阿 諭 wa

さ 1哺 」 m町 哺 罰 、¬哺 釧 食 さ 1孤 鋪 弼 釧 0さ 可 lu、 口 さ |キ側 ,

囀 7-翡 uJ,赫 HゞЧ雨 口 可 豪 TRI司喩 Tゴ豪 諦 可 て )ミ |で缶 誡 希 腋 ‖
"

翼 哺゛ 町きず さ1枷m珊 喩 ―喩 餞瓢 含uさ IⅢ由 Ttt фqЧ 命鏑 れ R台

哺 印 фヽRЧ 弧哺前さ| (12)


